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Features Key:
Enter the battlefield during the critical era of the Napoleonic Wars.

Face of the brave defenders at the head of your unit.
Fighting on foot, mounted, or even flying.

Command an army of thousands of soldiers and unique weapons.
Battle for strategically important points in the battlefield.

Skirmish strategy and use of terrain.
Build and level up a full squad.

Lead hundreds of fellow soldiers into battle.
Discover yourself, your skills and your aptitudes.

Watch your own character develop through four distinct paths.
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"Mount & Blade: Warband, the new game from award-winning Polish developer and
publisher Tripwire Interactive is available NOW on Xbox 360 and PC!" - Xbox.com

"I'm deeply honored by the reception that Warband, Tripwire Interactive's MMORPG is
receiving since its release in March" Ars Technica

"Mount & Blade: Warband. A wealth of nations war. A sprawling map. Courageous masses
in the heat of battle. Ride into war as an all-out monarchist, or if that's too deadpan for you,
make the world your weapon and go savagery. How you choose is the only constant in life,
and Warband is offering a fully configurable possibility." Puzzle Panic

"Mount & Blade: Warband strives to capture the essence and spirit of medieval warfare. To
play as a mounted knight is probably the most laborious, but you 
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 (review) By Chris Bennett GameZone's Changing
Gears Score: 7 out of 10 Platform: PS3 You know
those days in life when you wish you'd stuck with
that last really "hot" girl you were hitting on? You
know the ones? The one with the giant afro and the
moody lyrics on her MySpace page, or the one with
those head-to-toe rips? Yeah, I'm talking about those
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days. Well, trust me on this one, it was a pretty good
time. Warband? We have mostly rough sex with a
few laughs at the end of this review...but that's
alright. At first glimpse, it may seem like a relatively
simple game: there's a lot of running and jumping,
and a lot of explosions and enemy shooting. Sure,
but everything you've seen before. You might have
thought Warband was just another shameless cash-
in on the hugely successful Infinity Blades line of
games. The truth is, though, that despite some
similarities, Warband stands out from its
contemporaries in a whole bunch of specific ways.
It's hard to define just how important that is, but it's
there. And in this, the first-ever entry in the
Warband series, it is much clearer than at any other
point in the game's production, leading us to an
ambitious and innovative final product. If anything, I
feel like in some ways I shouldn't be writing a review
for Warband, but Warband still deserves a write-up
regardless. There are some amazingly good things in
Warband, some incredibly fun and creative moments
in this game, and even some things that make this
game stand out from a genre it's literally adhering
to. That is, I could come out and say Warband is a
good game; it's certainly very good, and that's
reason enough to write a review. All the same, that
would be true of just about any game. The reason I
brought this up is because although Warband is over
and done with, I cannot stress enough how ambitious
it is for a game being released just two weeks after
the highly anticipated Path of the Exile. A game that,
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by its very nature and core design, is totally and
completely different from almost anything else in the
marketplace? That's pretty radical to me. So if you're
reading this and thinking, 'well, they did an
AssultCube Clone as a PSN Store Item' or, 'I bet
Kameo is getting ported to the 
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* 2GB RAM or better * NVIDIA GeForce GTX
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(optional) * Collector’s edition version –
includes vinyl * 3D/2D menu options * Drag ’n’
drop file transfer capability * Beautiful photo-
realistic graphics and eye
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